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    Who We Are Digital Enthusiasts. Creative People.
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                ACS is a group of companies contain Luxury Hotels Magazines and Digital Marketing. We are creative people with restive minds brimming over with ideas to help our clients succeed. In all modesty, we are the best Publishing and Online advertising agency in Cyprus because we produce everything by our self.

Macs Marketing publishing Luxury Hotels Magazine in UK, Middle East and in Cyprus.

Luxury Hotels Magazine is widely available:

	Luxury Hotels in each city
	3000 copies of each Edition being sent to 170 foreigner Tour Operators 
	Distribution at the Cyprus Major Airports
	Digital copy available on 5 International and Russian Hotel Booking websites
	10 Online platform for free download (8000-20000 readers/month)


Or maybe you aim for Russian clients only?

Did you ever consider to promoting your Business or Hotel at Moscow International Airport where banner cost 25000-35000 euro a month? We can help to save you money and time and present your Business/Hotel at its best in order to find the right customers.

 «Cyprus Finest» Red is our new Edition with 6 months cycle design to target wealthy Russian clients flying to the Mediterranean destination from 3 Major Moscow Airports: SHEREMETYEVO • DOMODEDOVO • VNUKOVO

The Red edition only available at the VIP, Business class and members of Parliament lounges. 

We will, tentatively, add Pulkovo Airport in St. Petersburg at a later stage, before moving on to other past Soviet Union Airports, London, Dubai and Abu Dhabi as we expand.   

Or maybe you aim for Local Market ONLY?

If you considering to target Locals and Russian who lives in Cyprus, then «Cyprus Finest» Blue Edition should be your choice. It's a brand new concept Magazine where our readers play the interactive game through the Magazine or Online in order to win some prizes. 

Our large market comprises of Cypriots, Russians and affluent people from the Middle East. This is why smart marketers like us would be here, in Cyprus to serve astute people like you.

MACS is renowned for creating websites from ground zero and moving them to the front page of Google and Yandex. We can step in at any stage of your Digital and Online Marketing. SEO is our middle name; small wonder that we are a path-breaking advertising agency in Cyprus.
 
As the best advertising agency in Cyprus, we have expanded multifold and offering following services to all of our publishing clients.

	Clients ads exclusively promoted on our Social Networks and third parties Social networks
	100 impressions Online including Backlinks to your Website/Facebook page
	Press Release to 100 foreigner Magazines and Newspapers
	Clients ads (PDF form) submitted and promoted Online 


                As we said, MACS is the best.

                
            

        

        
            
                Facts About Us

                	We are the best Online marketing and advertising agency in Cyprus
	We covering UK, Middle East and Cyprus with Luxury Hotels Magazines
	We publishing in-house Magazines for 5* Hotels in Cyprus, Middle East and the UK
	We the only company publishing Magazines for local and Russian Market with interactive games
	We are publishing “Cyprus Finest” Red Edition Magazine  available at 3 Moscow Airports
	We are awesome and creative
	We promote websites with panache
	We translate websites into Russian, Arabic and Chinese
	We are the last word in SEO
	We use Social Media extensively
	We drink ten cups of coffee a day
	We love our job


            

            
                Our Expertise


                
                    Luxury Hotels Magazines 

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    In-House Magazines for 5* Hotels

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    Moscow Airports Magazines

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    Magazines for Locals & Russian Markets

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    Marketing and Advertising

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    On-site SEO 4 your Website

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    Off-site SEO 4 your Website
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                    Website translation and text editing
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                    PR (Article Press Release)

                    
                        

                    

                


                
                    PDF (ads) submission

                    
                        

                    

                


            

        

        
    






    Meet The Team Without them, we're nothing
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                        Tanya Burgwin
                        Journalist & SEO specialist
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                        Fawad
                        Online Support
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                        Sergey Tsvetoshenko
                        Website developing
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                        Alex Gavrilin
                        Graphic designer
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                        Elena Krasnova
                        Russian Editor
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                        Sebastian Jones
                        English Editor
                    

                

            

        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Need us to help you on your project?

                            Request a quote describing your project requirements now to get an estimate

                        

                        
                            Request a quote
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                            The size of our success is measured by 
 the strength of your desire; the size of our 
 dreams; and how we handle 
 disappointment along the way!

                            Booker T. Washington
                        

                    


                


            

        

    

    


    






    Our Services        See Below, You Might Be Interested!
    


    
        
            
                MACS is the best marketing and advertising agency in Cyprus and we excel at the tasks listed below:

            

        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Luxury Hotels Edition


                    
Luxury Limassol Hotels

Luxury Paphos Hotels

Luxury Ayia Napa & Protaras Hotels

 
                    Download full PDF


                    read more
                    request a quote
                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Luxury in-house Magazines


                    

MACS Marketing offering solution for promotion of your Business or products on the pages of 5* in-house Magazines, which leads to successful sale for local and foreigner visitors.

 
                    
                    
                    request a quote
                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Cyprus Finest Red Edition


                    

Or maybe you aim to gain more Russian clients?

«Cyprus Finest» is our new Edition with 6 months cycle design to target wealthy Russian clients flying to the Mediterranean destination from 3 Major Moscow Airports: SHEREMETYEVO • DOMODEDOVO • VNUKOVO

The Red edition will be available only in the VIP, Business class and members of Parliament lounges. 


 
                    Download full PDF


                    request a quote
                

            



        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Cyprus Finest Blue Edition


                    

Or maybe you aim for Local Market ONLY?

If you considering to target Locals and Russian who lives in Cyprus, then «Cyprus Finest» Blue Edition should be your choice. It's a brand new concept Magazine where our readers play the interactive game through the Magazine or Online in order to win some prizes. 

 
                    request a quote
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Promote your website with high authority website: wikipedia, amazon, vk.com, polyvore and
                        exc


                    MACS Marketing will create 30 submission/listing of your company short profile which will include
                        description and contact information together with Website links. 

                    request a quote
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    10,000 Website unique visitors


                    

	We can send visitors to your Website from the country of your choice. This service will also increase your:
	Alexa rank
	Google rank
	Yahoo rank
	Bling
	SERP Traffic:
	100% Adsense Safe
	REAL unique visitors/people


Special introductory offer: 95 euro for 10,000 visitors (After 15 June- 150 euro)

* Minimum order of 10,000 visitors

 
                    request a quote
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Press Release to Top 50 Non-European Newspapers


                    

Huge exposure on the Global Market. Your company info/content will be sent to top 50 Editors, Reporters, Reviewers, and Journalists in Newspaper and Journalist will review your submission and contact you via any business information you provide regarding any updates or if additional information need it.

Following country Newspaper is available for submission:

	200 USA Newspapers
	50 Washington DC Newspapers
	50 California Newspapers
	50 New York Newspapers
	100 Canadian Newspapers
	50 Australian Newspapers
	50 Online World wide Newspapers

Special introductory offer: 10 euro for each submission (After 15 June- 20 euro)

Minimum order of 25 submission

 
                    request a quote
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Press Release to Top 50 European Newspapers


                    

Huge exposure on European Market including Russia. Your company info/content will be sent to top 50 Editors, Reporters, Reviewers, and Journalists in Newspaper and Journalist will review your submission and contact you via any business information you provide regarding any updates or if additional information need it.

Following country Newspaper is available for submission:

	81 Russia Newspapers
	50 UK Newspaper
	50 France Newspapers
	149 German Newspapers
	137 Spain Newspapers
	88 Italy Newspapers
	51 Amsterdam Newspapers


Special introductory offer: 15 euro for each submission (After 15 June- 35 euro)

Minimum order of 25 submission

 
                    request a quote
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Press release to worldwide Magazines


                    

Do you have a Story that you would like to share?

	Do you have a Campaign that you wish to Promote?

	Your Content will be sent to Editors, Reporters, Reviewers, and Journalists where it will be reviewed and if additional info is necessary you will be contacted directly. MACS have selection of the Magzines to choose from:

	50 Fashion Magazine Editorial
	50 Food & Drink Magazine Editorial
	50 Travel Magazine Editorial
	50 Business Magazine Editorial


Special introductory offer: 7 euro for each editorial (After 15 June-15 euro)

*Minimum order of 25 editorial

 
                    request a quote
                

            

        


        

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    SEO


                    Just because you have a Website doesn’t mean everybody can see it. MACS provides your company
                        Website with On and Off-site focused search engine optimisation that gives your company
                        visibility on the first page of leading search engines like Google and Yandex. We will help you
                        find the best possible keywords so that you remain permanently on Page 1 as well as provide full
                        analytical reports on your current position on the Internet. 

                    request a quote
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Website design and development


                    Your website is the core of your marketing plan and messaging process, with all other marketing
                        materials subjugated to it. MACS believes that practical, functional and forward vision are
                        crucial factors when designing a Website to make it user friendly. Using this strategy in
                        design, MACS will work with you in the development phase integrating precise and clear-cut
                        keywords in your web pages for optimal SEO placement to ensure that your messaging and marketing
                        goals are met with the interfaces we create. 

                    request a quote
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Website translation


                    Cyprus is a cosmopolitan island, with many dialects coming in as part of its history. The
                        languages used on most websites are English, Greek, Russian, Chinese and Arabic. These languages
                        bear no similarity of any kind and often need to be translated for proper understanding and
                        assimilation. MACS linguistics department is well versed with all these languages and will
                        provide you immediate translation services on demand.

                    request a quote
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Social network support and running


                    MACS will set up and help in operating any desired social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter,
                        YouTube, Instagram, VKontakte, LinkedIn, Google+ and others to get you maximum exposure on sites
                        read by over a billion people every day. MACS will teach you how to monetise your most accessed
                        platforms. MACS guarantees to get you up to 30,000 Facebook "Likes", upto 10,000 Video viewers,
                        over 2,000 LinkedIn connections and over 1,000 trip advisor comments every Year. 

                    request a quote
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    Portfolio  We are proud of what we have achieved and our ongoing quest for expansion and global presence. We are proud of our abilities and exploits and our success in Luxury Hotels Magazines, In-house Magazine for Luxury Hotels, Moscow Airports Magazines, Magazines for Locals and Russian Market, Web design, SEO,  Graphic design, and Promotion Online. 


    
    
        

            
            
                
                    
                        	ALL
	Graphic design
	Magazine ADS 
	PR (Press Release)
	Web design
	SEO tools
	Social network
	Video/TV ads
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                    We, at APL Developers, engaged MACS Marketing to soup up our website. We required exposure and exquisitely charted Graphics for our real estate projects, the Alexander Diamond and Tivoli square projects, to convey our concept of the ultimate in residential lifestyles. Clients were to see and marvel at our exclusive properties of 5 star quality. MACS Marketing did an exceptional job in meeting our standards at the highest level, apart from outstanding promotion using videos and superb SEO integration. Our likes on Facebook touched an all time high. Great job, Tanya. Keep it up. We recommend MACS Marketing strongly!
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                    Fasouri Watermania, the ideal place for families, friends and children to spend a one-day outing, required a number of scenario-specific videos to show the world what we and our facilities for young and old alike were. We engaged MACS Marketing on a strong recommendation and also asked for a set of 3D Park Location Maps. MACS Marketing surpassed all expectations and we have no hesitation in recommending MACS Marketing very strongly. Great job, thank you.
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                    As the leading tour agency in Cyprus, we wanted to spread the word globally. We engaged MACS Marketing to design our website from scratch. We wanted SEO, Website design & development, Social network-Facebook, Graphic design, Translation and Professional Text editing. We gave MACS Marketing carté blanche. We are already on Page 1 on Google, thanks to Tanya Burgwin and her development team. Our website is indeed a masterpiece of design and exquisitely worded. 
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                    PrimeTel PLC is a well known international telecommunications holding company with services across Cyprus, Germany, Greece, Russia and the UK. As a Mobile virtual network operator, we required a number of apps on an urgent basis and we employed MACS Marketing to create a few to meet stringent international competition. MACS Marketing did an exceptional job in record time. Μπράβο και ευχαριστώ. Very highly recommended.
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                    Scavolini is the last word in designing and making all kinds of fitments to blend mellifluously with every chamber, especially the kitchen, bathrooms and living rooms in your abode. We engaged MACS Marketing to create a few videos to introduce us to Cyprus and tell them that Scavolini had arrived. We are very happy with the work MACS Marketing did for us and thanks to them, we are now a household word in Cyprus. Brilliant. Strongly recommended.  
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                    The Metro supermarket chain in Cyprus has six outlets, in all major cities. We required promotion through Radio Marketing, a DJ for announcements, Newspaper ads, Graphics, Flyers design and distribution and Press Releases. MACS Marketing was recommended to us and we tasked MACS Marketing to do the needful. The task is still ongoing but and after so many months of working together, we can say with total satisfaction that we recommend MACS Marketing to all those who need promotion of any kind. Bravo, MACS Marketing! And our gratitude.
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                                        The best way to reach wide range of Russian clients is to use Online Marketing


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

MACS Marketing is innovative Online Marketing where you can target clients in country of your choice. Guaranteed position on the 1st page of Google or Yandex, if you want to attract Russian clients.  Event organization with Russian guests, Business Development and Marketing plan for New companies, no matter where they originated from.



                                        read more
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                                        Smart Media Group presents Russian Magazine


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        


Lemon Magazine is Russian orientated, full color glossy Magazine publication consisting fashion news, travel news and general information. 8000 copies with Free distribution though almost all Hotels in Cyprus, four times a year.




                                        read more
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                                        Russian newspaper with free distributio


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

Cyprus Expert is the only full color, glossy Russian Newspaper in Cyprus with Free distribution to our Russian reader’s post box. This is why every reader gets your News because we deliver them -Free of charge!  6000 copies twice a month, distributed throughout the Limassol area. 



                                        read more
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                                        Radio station broadcasting in Greek, Russian and English


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

Rock Fm Radio station with coverage of all west cost of island, starting from Latchi to Paphos and all of Limassol. Broadcasting in Greek, Russian and English. 29.5% of all audience in Cyprus listening to Rock Fm. 



                                        read more
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                                        800 Social Bookmark for your site to DOMINATE the Google search results!


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

Your Website will be successfully submitted to over 800 different social bookmarking sites - you receive an active backlink from each site.

	

	All links GUARANTEED to be Penguin SAFE.

	

	They will be PINGED over the next 30 days - so search engines will find them gradually!

	

	This is a VERY POWERFUL service, giving you user-generated backlinks from many different sites.
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                                        Best Off-Page SEO Service!


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

Guarantee your website Hit Google top 10 within few months for low competitive search query.

	We manually Create Link Pyramid on High PR 8 to 7 web 2.0 properties

	We provide unique/different articles related to your keyword with your image/Video (You can also provide your own Spintax Format Article)..

	

	The best Google Penguin and Panda safe off-page SEO. Do-follow blogs with high PR domains. It boosts your SERP and advertises your site.

	Fast blogs indexing + Full Report
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                                        Submit your company niche link to 100 Search Engines


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

MACS Marketing will help your company increase website ranking in most popular Search Engines and get more visitors. More visitors- more sale! We will submit your company Website link to 100 Search Engines and provide you with detail report. You will observe increased number of Organic and unique visitors on your website.

As a proof you will receive a list of submitted links to 100 Search Engines.

Special introductory offer: 5 euro for each submission (After 15 June- 8 euro)

* Minimum order of 50 submission
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                                        Submit your Website/blog to 30 top local websites to boost your sale


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        

	MACS Marketing will create 30 submission/listing of your company short profile which will include description and contact information together with Website links. We will do manual work and send you a detailed report with logins. Your links will be permanent on 30 Top local Websites/citations. We use local IPs to make citations more powerful. 100% satisfaction guarantee.
	What Will you Get:
	Top 30 Citations upto PR-9
	Listing Status and Live links of approved listings.
	Login Details to Improve or enchant your listings later.
	A Spreadsheet with detailed report.


Special introductory offer: 5 euro for each submission. (After 15 June- 12 euro)

*Minimum order of 30 submission
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	We can send visitors to your Website from the country of your choice. This service will also increase your:
	Alexa rank
	Google rank
	Yahoo rank
	Bling
	SERP Traffic:
	100% Adsense Safe
	REAL unique visitors/people


Special introductory offer: 95 euro for 10,000 visitors (After 15 June- 150 euro)

* Minimum order of 10,000 visitors
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MACS Marketing can re-direct clients from your competitor Website to YOURS! B2B leads means that clients from website of your choice- could be YOURS! (as a sample emails of the clients from www.Ebay.com).Hence this job is manual work and time consuming, we can only extract up to 300 clients a month.

Cost: 1 euro per client.

* Minimum order of 200 clients
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MACS Marketing will create Maps Citation with your company profile and contact details together with Logo for any Google Local pages in country of your choice.

Cost: 65 euro for each country
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Huge exposure on the Global Market. Your company info/content will be sent to top 50 Editors, Reporters, Reviewers, and Journalists in Newspaper and Journalist will review your submission and contact you via any business information you provide regarding any updates or if additional information need it.

Following country Newspaper is available for submission:

	200 USA Newspapers
	50 Washington DC Newspapers
	50 California Newspapers
	50 New York Newspapers
	100 Canadian Newspapers
	50 Australian Newspapers
	50 Online World wide Newspapers
	20 Iran Newspapers
	30 Pakistan Newspapers
	55 Bangladeshi Newspapers
	50 India Newspapers
	43 Sri Lanka Newspapers
	31 Nigerian Newspapers


Special introductory offer: 10 euro for each submission (After 15 June- 20 euro)

Minimum order of 25 submission
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Huge exposure on European Market including Russia. Your company info/content will be sent to top 50 Editors, Reporters, Reviewers, and Journalists in Newspaper and Journalist will review your submission and contact you via any business information you provide regarding any updates or if additional information need it.

Following country Newspaper is available for submission:

	81 Russia Newspapers
	50 UK Newspaper
	50 France Newspapers
	149 German Newspapers
	137 Spain Newspapers
	88 Italy Newspapers
	51 Amsterdam Newspapers


Special introductory offer: 15 euro for each submission (After 15 June- 35 euro)

Minimum order of 25 submission
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Do you have a Story that you would like to share?

	Do you have a Campaign that you wish to Promote?

	Your Content will be sent to Editors, Reporters, Reviewers, and Journalists where it will be reviewed and if additional info is necessary you will be contacted directly. MACS have selection of the Magzines to choose from:

	50 Fashion Magazine Editorial
	50 Food & Drink Magazine Editorial
	50 Travel Magazine Editorial
	50 Business Magazine Editorial


Special introductory offer: 7 euro for each editorial (After 15 June-15 euro)

*Minimum order of 25 editorial
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                                        Are you ready for 2015? After dramatic situation with Russian stock exchange, Russian market becoming more unstable and as a business owner you have to find new ways to attract new clients.
What can you do?


                                        read more
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                                        How to gain New clients 4 your business? 


                                        Posted by Admin


                                        Macs Marketing always have innovative ideas and biggest database in Cyprus, Russia, China and Middle East! 


                                        read more
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                                        Your ads in VIP magazines in 2015! 
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Attract VIP clients to your business by placing your ads in VIP magazines. 

	Magazines being given hand by hand to every clients arriving in Cyprus
	By concierge in Four Season hotel
	At arrival desk at Larnaca Airport.


Book your place now by email info@macsads.com or call (357) 99799399.


                                        read more
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                                        It has become easier to obtain a residence permit in Cyprus through investments

                                        read more
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                                        It is no longer necessary to buy a property in Cyprus in order to invest. Many options are available.

                                        read more
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                                        Just because you have a Website-doesn’t mean anybody could see it.


                                        read more
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                                Posted by Admin


                                Do you think day and night how to find clients for your business?
Cross Promotion is a New Innovative way which everybody talking about.
But you don’t know how it works and who can help you to do this?


                                read more
                            

                        

                    


                








Our packages    We are proud of our pricing. We're affordable:






    

        
        
            
                Web design

            

            
                
                    from €995
                

                
                                    

            

            
                	Fully customized 
	Responsive Multi Purpose websites
	CMS website & HTML
	eCommerce websites
	Mobile friendly & App version


            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

        
        
            
                Social network running & Promotion

            

            
                
                    €295
                

                
                    per network a month                

            

            
                	Multilingual blog’s
	Guaranteed results
	30,000 Facebook “Likes”
	10,000 viewers for Youtube
	2000 Connection for LinkedIn


            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

        
        
            
                SEO off-site on Google or Yandex

            

            
                
                    from €495
                

                
                    per month (3 keywords)                

            

            
                	500,000 Website traffic
	Backlinks on other related blogs
	Google Press release
	Social media syndication
	Video marketing


            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

        
        
            
                SEO on-site

            

            
                
                    from €95
                

                
                    per page                

            

            
                	Contest editing according to SEO
	H1 / H2 tags & Sitemap.xml
	Link resources pages
	Meta Tag description
	High SERPs & Crawl test


            

            
                sign up
            

        

        
    


    


    

        
        
            
                Website translation

            

            
                
                    from €55
                

                
                    per page                

            

            
                	Russian
	Arabic
	Chinese
	Greek
	English


            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

        
        
            
                Cross Promotion

            

            
                
                    from €2000
                

                
                                    

            

            
                	Promo coupons design and
 printing
	Newsletter to our database of
 clients
	Flyers design and distribution 
	Social Network ads in Russian and English
	Radio spots scenario
	Radio spots on 1 radio station
 (Russian or Cypriot)
	Radio DJ Announcement
	Russian News paper ads


            

            
                 sign up
            

        

        





        
                

        
        
            
                Mobile and Facebook Apps

            

            
                
                    from €495
                

                
                    per month                

            

            
                	New database of clients
	Increase number of "likes"
	Company promotion
	Prize competition
	Get notice fast


            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

        
        
            
                10,000 Website unique visitors on your Website

            

            
                
                    €100
                

                
                    for 10,000 visitors (After 15 June - 150 euro)                

            

            
                
	Website visitors from the country of your choice.  
	Increase Alexa rank
	Increase Google rank
	Increase Yahoo rank
	Increase Bling,
	SERP Traffic:
	100% Adsense Safe
	REAL unique visitors/people
	* Minimum order of 10,000 visitors


                
            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

    


    


    

        
                

        
        
            
                Press Release to Top 50 Non-European Newspapers

            

            
                
                    €15
                

                
                    for each submission (After 15 June - 25 euro)                

            

            
                
	Huge exposure in country of your choice
	Your company content sent to top 50 Newspapers of your choice
	200 USA Newspapers
	100 Canadian Newspapers
	50 Australian Newspapers
	50 Online World wide Newspapers
	* Minimum order of 25 submission


                
            

            
                 sign up
            

        

        


        
        
            
                Press Release to Top 50 European Newspapers

            

            
                
                    €20
                

                
                    for each submission including Translation (After 15 June- 35 euro)                

            

            
                
	Huge exposure on European Market including Russia
	Your company content sent to top 50 Newspapers of your choice
	81 Russia Newspapers
	50 UK Newspaper
	50 France Newspapers
	149 German Newspapers
	137 Spain Newspapers
	88 Italy Newspapers
	51 Amsterdam Newspapers
	* Minimum order of 25 submission


                
            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

        
        
            
                Press release to Worldwide Magazines

            

            
                
                    €7
                

                
                    for each editorial (After 15 June-15 euro)                

            

            
                
	Share your story around the Globe
	Your company content sent to top 50 Magazine of your choice
	50 Fashion Magazine Editorial
	50 Food & Drink Magazine Editorial
	50 Travel Magazine Editorial
	50 Business Magazine Editorial
	* Minimum order of 25 editorial


                
            

            
                sign up
            

        

        

    










    Contact Us 
            Feel Free to Contact Us, We Don't Bite

    

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                    

                    
                        request
                        

                    

                

            

        

        

        


        
        
            
                
                    
                        Let's Meet Face to Face

                        Feel free to meet us – we don’t bite. Lets have a cup of coffee together.                     

                    
                        Our Locations

                        
                        MACS UK

                        Anchor Road

                        Bristol BS1 5DB

                        Tel(+44) 0845 345 1235


                        
                        MACS CYPRUS

                        2 Androkleous street

                        Mouttagiaka

                        Limassol

                        4531

                        Cyprus

                        Tel. (+357) 99799399
                    

                

            

            
                
                

                

            

        

        
    






    


    
        
            
                
                    Newsletter subscription

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                        

                        
                            

                        

                        Subscribe
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            Services That You Require 
            Cross Promotion
SEO
Website design and development
Newsletter to our database of clients
Website translation
Social network support and running
Facebook Apps
Cyprus Finest Blue Edition
Distribution of your material
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